Adaptive multimedia services are very attractive since resources in wireless/mobile networks are relatively scarce and widely variable, and more importantly the resource fluctuation caused by mobility and channel fading can be mitigated using adaptive services. Therefore, there are extensive research activities on Quality of Service (QoS), call admission control, as well as bandwidth degradation and adaptation for adaptive multimedia services in wireless/mobile networks in recent years. However, fairness of bandwidth degradation has largely been ignored in previous work and remains an important issue in adaptive multimedia service provisioning. In this paper, we propose and study proportional degradation service provisioning in wireless/mobile networks that offer multiple classes of adaptive multimedia services. The proposed proportional degradation fairness model guarantees the proportional bandwidth degradation among different classes of services. Two proportional degradation scenarios are studied in this paper. In the first scenario, we study the proportional degradation provisioning with two QoS parameters for adaptive multimedia: the degradation ratio (DR) and the degradation degree (DD). In the second scenario, we study the proportional degradation provisioning with a new QoS parameter for adaptive multimedia: the degradation area (DA). For each scenario, based on the QoS parameters, proportional degradation adaptation algorithms are proposed to approximate the proportional degradation model, to fairly adapt calls' degradations, to utilize the system resource efficiently, as well as to optimize QoS parameters. Performance studies show that in the first scenario, proportional DR has been achieved very well, whereas proportional DD has not been well achieved. In other words, DR outperforms DD in terms of proportional degradation. In the second scenario, proportional DA has been well achieved. Furthermore, bandwidth resources have been efficiently utilized and DA has been minimized.
transmission and reception systems, mobility may cause severe fluctuation of network resources [2] . For adaptive multimedia networking, the bandwidth of an ongoing call is variable during its lifetime. Adaptive multimedia services are very attractive since resources in wireless/mobile networks are relatively scarce and widely variable, and more importantly the resource fluctuation caused by mobility and fading can be mitigated using adaptive services. However, with bandwidth adaptation, some of the ongoing calls may be forced to operate under a degraded mode to accommodate more calls in an overloaded system. In other words, bandwidth adaptation entails bandwidth degradation for some applications.
Adaptive multimedia was originally introduced in wired networks to overcome resource fluctuation caused by network congestion. Many adaptive multimedia approaches were proposed such as layered coding (or hierarchical encoding) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and filters [8] . Adaptive multimedia can be further classified into discrete adaptive multimedia and continuous adaptive multimedia. In discrete adaptive multimedia, the bandwidth takes on a set of discrete values in approaches such as layered coding (or hierarchical coding) [4, 5] , whereas in continuous adaptive multimedia, the bandwidth takes on continuous values [6] [7] . In this paper, we consider only discrete adaptive multimedia as in References [1, 2, [9] [10] [11] . With the introduction of adaptive multimedia in wireless/mobile networks, there has been extensive research [1, 2, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] on QoS, call admission control, as well as bandwidth degradation and adaptation. While much research has been done on fair wireless bandwidth scheduling in wireless/mobile networks [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , fairness of bandwidth degradation has largely been ignored in previous work and remains an important issue in adaptive multimedia service provisioning. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first such effort towards providing proportional fair bandwidth degradation in mobile/wireless networks. Note that a fair bandwidth allocation algorithm cannot produce fair bandwidth degradation.
The literature on bandwidth adaptation for adaptive multimedia services in wireless/mobile networks is abundant [1, 2, [9] [10] [11] . A bandwidth adaptation framework for continuous multimedia services was proposed in Reference [29] . In Reference [13] , an optimal adaptation algorithm for continuous adaptive multimedia has been proposed at the expense of a large message overhead. The tradeoff between the network overhead and optimal bandwidth allocation has been studied in Reference [10] . In Reference [11] , we proposed a k-level bandwidth adaptation algorithm for one class of users without considering fairness issues. In Reference [30] , several bandwidth allocation algorithms with different optimization objectives (e.g. revenue, complexity, quality and fairness) have been studied. However, fairness is in terms of bandwidth allocation, which is quite different from our goal in this paper, i.e. providing fair bandwidth degradation. As we discuss in Section 5.1, fair bandwidth allocation cannot produce fair bandwidth degradation.
Much research has been done on bandwidth degradation and adaptation [1, 2, [9] [10] [11] . In Reference [2] , a QoS parameter, the degradation period ratio (DPR), is proposed. DPR represents the portion of a call's lifetime during which the call is degraded. However, DPR does not capture the degree of bandwidth degradation. Several other researches studied the bandwidth degradation [29, [31] [32] [33] [34] . Odyssey [31] is a platform for mobile data access and focuses on end-host adaptation, where adaptation is defined as the trading of data quality for resource consumption. Application-aware adaptation is provided through collaboration between concurrent applications and the operating system. Total bandwidth is divided based on recent use; those applications that have consumed a larger share in the immediate past are assumed to need larger shares in the immediate future. A small portion of the bandwidth is reserved and divided fairly; this is to avoid unduly punishing applications that do not use the network for extended periods of time. Fugue [32] provides interactive video on hand-held, mobile devices through a division along time scales of adaptation: per packet, per frame and per video. It also focuses on end-host adaptation and considers single wireless channel quality for finer-grained adaptations. Adaptation is continuous. Bandwidth fairness issues are not addressed. Mobiware [34] , on the other hand, places the responsibility for supporting adaptation in the network instead of end-hosts. It is based on programmable, active services placed throughout the network. Each application submits a utility curve and centralized points provide utility-fair bandwidth allocations. A utility function captures the adaptive nature over which an application can successfully adapt to available bandwidth in terms of a utility curve that represents the range of observed quality to bandwidth. An adaptation policy allows the application to control how it moves along its utility curve as resource availability fluctuates. Bandwidth is allocated fairly to all the flows in the sense that the same utility value is achieved at an access point. Mobiware supports both discrete and continuous adaptation. MOBIWEB [33] is deployed locally between or near the two ends of a wireless link. It envisions a set of levels of quality (LoQ) for discrete adaptation. MOBIWEB allows only one stream at a time to adapt until no further adaptation is necessary. It combines an admission control algorithm and a dynamic prioritization scheme. The admission control reserves resources for each stream in order to guarantee at least the minimum acceptable level of quality in the stream's performance. The dynamic prioritization is designed to ensure fairness. The scheme relates the priority of a stream inversely proportionally to its level of quality. That is, whenever a stream is forced to adapt backwards by dropping a LoQ, its priority is increased by a level and vice versa. This provides robustness and fairness to streams that are already receiving a low LoQ. None of the previous work explicitly considers the frequency of bandwidth degradation among different service classes. Fairness of bandwidth allocation was considered in some of the previous work. However, the fairness of bandwidth degradation was not addressed.
Frequent small changes around an average application quality may be annoying to many applications. Some applications may wish to limit the frequency of adaptation to change, e.g. multi-resolution application, while others may wish to exploit any opportunity for adaptation, e.g. real-time data applications. In order to effectively characterize the bandwidth degradation and to provide better QoS to service users, in our previous work [11] , we proposed two novel QoS parameters for single class of adaptive multimedia service: the degradation ratio (DR) and the degradation degree (DD). The two new QoS parameters capture the frequency of degraded calls and the degree of bandwidth degradation respectively. Our study shows that DD and DR outperform other QoS parameters in terms of effectively characterizing bandwidth adaptation [11] . Two sets of QoS parameters are studied in this paper. In the first set, we study DR and DD. In the second set, we study a new QoS parameter for adaptive multimedia: the degradation area (DA). We believe that this new QoS parameter is better in terms of characterizing the bandwidth degradation.
In wireless/mobile networks that offer multiple classes of services, bandwidth degradations suffered by calls of different classes are different. It is desirable to distribute the bandwidth degradation across different classes of services in a fair manner. In particular, we argue for proportional fair bandwidth degradation, which will be elaborated in Section 5. Much of the research focused on fair wireless bandwidth scheduling algorithms [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , but none of them pays any attention to fairness of bandwidth degradation. Our study is not about a scheduling algorithm but bandwidth allocation and adaptation to achieve fairness of bandwidth degradation. Two proportional degradation scenarios are studied in this paper. In the first scenario, we study the proportional degradation provisioning with DR and DD. In the second scenario, we study the proportional degradation provisioning with DA. In order to achieve both fairness and prioritization among classes, we propose a proportional degradation service model. Our proportional degradation service model guarantees the ratios of service degradation among classes. In other words, the relative amount of bandwidth degradation incurred by different classes should be proportional to a predefined ratio, and service users can select the class that best meets their quality and pricing constraints. Moreover, higher priority classes in our proportional degradation service model are consistently given better service than lower priority classes even on short time-scales. To this end, we propose proportional degradation adaptation algorithms based on different sets of QoS parameters to approximate the proportional degradation model and to fairly adapt calls' degradations, as well as to optimize QoS parameters.
A proportional approach may outperform the strict prioritization approach proposed in References [35, 36] , in which higher priority classes are serviced before lower priority classes. The reason is that the strict prioritization approach can result in long starvation periods for lower priority classes if higher priority classes are persistently backlogged [37] . A proportional approach may also outperform the weighted fair queuing (WFQ) approach [38] , in which higher priority classes are allocated a larger amount of bandwidth relative to the expected load in each class. The reason is that the WFQ approach can often provide worse QoS to higher priority classes than lower priority classes on short time-scales [37] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Adaptive multimedia traffic model is introduced in Section 2. We show that such a model is a very general one since it can express all the service categories: constant bit rate (CBR), available bit rate (ABR), and unspecified bit rate (UBR). Therefore, the adaptive multimedia traffic model can handle both non-adaptive traffic and adaptive traffic seamlessly. Section 3 introduces QoS parameters for degradation characterization. Section 4 describes a measurement-based CAC scheme. Section 5 presents the proportional fair bandwidth degradation model. Section 6 presents bandwidth degradation adaptation algorithms to approximate the proportional model. Simulation results are reported in Section 7. The paper concludes in Section 8.
A General Traffic Model

Adaptive Multimedia Traffic Model
In adaptive multimedia networking, a multimedia call can dynamically adjust its bandwidth depending on the network load situation during its lifetime. We assume that there are m classes of users: {1, 2, . . . , m}, and the bandwidth of a call in class-i takes its value from fb i;1 ; b i;2 ; . . . ; b i;j ; . . . ; b i;K i g [1,2,9-11] for 1 i m, where b i; j < b i; jþ1 for all 1 j K i À 1, and K i ! 1, where K i is the number of multimedia layers for class-i. Note that the above 'layer' concept is not the 'layer' concept used in the layered coding approaches [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, it does not necessarily stand for a particular video encoding method or any particular multimedia encoding methods, but is a general abstraction of adaptive multimedia that can be expressed in terms of layers. For example, if the bandwidth of a low quality voice call is b i;1 and the bandwidth of a high quality voice call is b i;2 , then the bandwidth of a voice call may take its value from fb i;1 ; b i;2 g. If a cell is not overloaded, a call can be assigned b i;2 , that is, the bandwidth of a high quality voice call. Otherwise, the call may be assigned b i;1 . Such a scheme can be implemented by the subrating method [39] .
Another example is the layered multi-resolution coding approach, where multimedia receivers can selectively choose to receive a subset of the layerencoded information depending on receivers' capacity [2, 9] . Under such a coding approach, b i;jþ1 À b i;j is the bandwidth of the j-th enhanced layer of the multimedia stream. Such layered multi-resolution coding techniques could be subband [3, 13] or pyramid coding [10] . The substream filtering function used to filter out the higher enhanced layers can be implemented in the base station [1] . How the filtering function is implemented is beyond the scope of the paper. Readers are referred to References [1, 8] for details. Figure 1 illustrates an example [30] of an adaptive multimedia stream where K i ¼ 3. If a cell is lightly loaded and sufficient bandwidth is available, a call will be allocated its maximum bandwidth b i;3 . Otherwise, depending on the cell's load condition, the call may be allocated b i;2 or b i;2 . Áb i;1 and Áb i;2 are respectively the 1st and the 2nd enhanced segments of the multimedia stream in addition to the minimum bandwidth b i;1 . Examples could be {low quality video, medium quality video, high quality video} or {low quality audio, medium quality audio, high quality audio} etc.
The wireless network, which is capable of implementing such adaptive multimedia services, can be High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD) in GSM [39] , or the next generation wireless network. HSCSD is a data service for GSM to support large file transfer and multimedia applications, such as mobile video applications.
Service Categories
In order to efficiently support a multi-application environment, we assume that services are classified into three categories: CBR service, ABR service, and UBR service. CBR service guarantees the required bandwidth and can be used in non-adaptive multimedia applications with strict bandwidth requirements or non-multimedia applications, where the bandwidth of an ongoing call is fixed during its lifetime. ABR service only guarantees a minimum amount of bandwidth and can be used by adaptive multimedia applications, where the bandwidth of an ongoing call is time varying during its lifetime. UBR is the same as the best effort service and does not guarantee any amount of bandwidth. Here, we make an assumption that a call in this service can be suspended and be reactivated since the call's bandwidth could be zero during its lifetime. UBR service can be used for non-real-time multimedia applications, e.g. email etc. If a user does not want his/ her call's bandwidth to be adaptive, he/she can request CBR services instead of ABR services.
A General Abstract Model
In this section, we show that the adaptive multimedia traffic model in Section 3.1 can express all the traffic categories in Section 2.2. An adaptive multimedia call can dynamically change its bandwidth depending on the network situation during its lifetime. If a user does not want his/her call's bandwidth to be adaptive, CBR service can be used instead of ABR service. CBR traffic is a special case of ABR service traffic. In other words, the nonadaptive traffic model is a special case of the adaptive traffic model. Moreover, adaptive traffic may include some real adaptive traffic (ABR) and some non-adaptive traffic (CBR). Since the CBR service is a special case of the ABR service, in later sections, we will not make a distinction between them. Table I shows an example of multi-class traffic with seven classes. The 1st and 4th classes belong to CBR service; the 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 6th classes belong to ABR service and the 7th class belongs to UBR service.
System events include arrival events and service departure events. Arrival events include new call arrival events and handoff call arrival events. Service departure events include call completion events and events of call handoffs to other cells. We consider fixed capacity in each cell as in previous related work. The fixed total number of channels is C. With this background, we propose degradation QoS parameters in the following section.
QoS Parameters for Degradation Characterization
The most significant QoS parameter in non-multimedia or non-adaptive multimedia services is the forced termination probability (FTP), the probability of terminating an ongoing call before the completion of the service. However, in adaptive multimedia services, FTP can be near zero [1, 12] as long as we design the CAC scheme and the bandwidth adaptation algorithm properly. There are two other common QoS parameters. The first one is the call blocking probability (CBP), the probability of a new arriving call being blocked. The second is the handoff dropping probability (HDP), the probability of a handoff arriving call being dropped. HDP is more important than CBP since it is directly related to FTP, and service users do not like their calls terminated suddenly just because of changing cells. On the other hand, the fact that a new call is rejected is easier to be accepted by service users compared to handoff dropping. We can see from our simulation results that HDP can be near zero too due to the adaptive nature coupled with our proposed CAC scheme and the proposed bandwidth adaptation algorithms. For adaptive multimedia services, the problems of handoff dropping and forced termination in traditional wireless networks are converted to the problem of bandwidth degradation caused by the adaptation. Therefore, new QoS parameters are needed to effectively characterize the bandwidth degradation and to provide better QoS to service users.
Degradation Ratio and Degradation Degree
In our previous work [11] , we proposed and studied two new QoS parameters: the DR and the DD for single class of adaptive multimedia services. The new QoS parameters characterize the frequency of degraded calls and the degree of bandwidth degradation respectively. These two parameters have been found to outperform other QoS parameters in terms of effectively characterizing bandwidth adaptation [11] . In this work, we apply DD and DR in wireless/mobile networks that provide multiple classes of services.
The requested bandwidth of a call in class-i is denoted as b i;req , where b i;req 2 fb i;1 ; b i;2 ; . . . ; b i;j ; . . . ; b i;K i g. We assume that all the users in the same class use the same requested bandwidth so that the requested bandwidth for each class is predefined. We also assume b i;req > b i;1 . Otherwise, the adaptive multimedia service degenerates to a non-adaptive one and the new QoS parameters will be so trivial that they are always satisfied.
Let x i ðtÞ denote the number of calls of class-i in a cell at time t. Let b i;assi ðk; tÞ denote the assigned bandwidth for a call k of class-i at time t, where b i;assi ðk; tÞ 2fb i;1 ; b i;2 ; . . . ; b i;j ; . . . ; b i;K i g and 1 k x i ðtÞ. If b i;assi ðk; tÞ < b i;req , we refer to the call as degraded.
Let I() denote the indicator function defined as follows:
Let x i;d ðtÞ denote the number of degraded calls out of x i ðtÞ class-i calls at time t. Therefore, we have The denominator of IDD i ðtÞ is for the normalization purpose. Both IDD i ðtÞ and IDR i ðtÞ are random processes. The DR i ðtÞ and the (DD i ðtÞ are defined as the time averages of IDR i ðtÞ and IDD i ðtÞ respectively, and they reflect the observed history of the system. Here, ÁT is a time interval for measurement and is a time variable. Both DR i ðtÞ and DD i ðtÞ are random processes. Since events of x i ðtÞ changes happen discretely in time, the above integrations become discrete summations when implemented. Both DR and DD take on values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. The smaller the values of DR and DD are, the better the QoS is.
Degradation Area: a New QoS Parameter
In order to provide better QoS, in this paper, a new QoS parameter is designed to effectively characterize the bandwidth degradation: DA, illustrated in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows the relationship of the assigned bandwidth and the required bandwidth, as well as the DA. From Figure 2 , we observe that DA fully characterizes the bandwidth degradation. For class-i (i ¼ 1; . . . ; m), the DA i is defined as follows. 
Measurement-based Call Admission Control (CAC)
As we have mentioned in 'Introduction', we will work on two scenarios in this paper with different sets of QoS parameters. In the first scenario, we will use DD and DR. In the second scenario, we will use DA. The CAC schemes in both scenarios are the same except that different sets of QoS parameters are used.
The 1st Scenario: Measurement-Based CAC with DD and DR
We allow a handoff call to be always accepted. For a new call request, the QoS requirements are upper bounds in terms of the DR and the DD introduced in the previous section. Let DR i;qos and DD i;qos denote the pre-specified upper bounds of DR and DD respectively. The proposed CAC scheme seeks to maintain the DR value and the DD value in wireless/mobile networks to be statistically less than the predefined values of DR i;qos and DD i;qos respectively. Momentarily, the system can have DR larger than DR i;qos and/or DD larger than DD i;qos but in the long run, the system will be such that DR i ðÞ DR i;qos ð8Þ
We measure the system resource usage at regular intervals (every ÁT time units). During each measurement window, we calculate DD and DR using Equations (5) and (6) . As stated in the previous section, the integrations become discrete summations when implemented. Let us denote DD k i and DR k i as the k-th measurement of DD i and DR i . The proposed scheme takes into account the history of previous measurements with different weights. A factor , where 0 < < 1, is introduced to reduce the impact of the historical measurements. Initially, let P i;DD ðlÞ ¼ DD 
The weight determines how fast the estimated average adapts to the new measurement. A smaller results in a faster reaction to the network changes. As a special case when goes to zero, we have P i;DD ð jÞ ¼ DD j i and P i;DR ð jÞ ¼ DR j i which are the results of current measurement window. In the proposed scheme, the effects of old measurements disappear eventually. With a larger , such a scheme can reflect quickly the current status of the system.
We need to further consider that ongoing calls may be non-uniformly distributed among the cells so that averaging P i;DD ð jÞ and ðP i;DR ð jÞÞ among neighboring cells is necessary. The averaging is conducted by putting a larger weight on its own cell and smaller weights on the neighboring cells. The measurementbased CAC algorithm is shown in Table II , where 'average' means averaging over neighboring cells.
The 2nd Scenario: Measurement-Based CAC with DA
We allow a handoff call to be always accepted. For a new call request, the QoS requirements are upper bounds in terms of the DA i . Let DA i;qos denote the pre-specified upper bound of DA i . The proposed CAC scheme seeks to maintain the DA i value to be statistically less than the predefined value of DA i;qos . Momentarily, the system can have DA i larger than DA i;qos , but in the long run, the system will be such that DA i ðÞ DA i;qos ð12Þ
We measure the system resource usage at regular intervals (every ÁT time units). During each measurement window, we calculate DA i as in Equation (7). As stated in the previous section, the integrations become discrete summations when implemented. Let DA k i denote the k-th measurement of DA i . The proposed scheme takes into account the history of previous measurements with different weights. A factor , where 0 < < 1, is introduced to reduce the impact of the historical measurements. Initially, let P i;DA ð1Þ ¼ DA 1 i . For the jth measurement, where j > 1, The weight determines how fast the estimated average adapts to the new measurement. A smaller results in a faster reaction to the network changes. As a special case when goes to zero, we have P i;DA ð jÞ ¼ DA j i which is the result of current measurement window. In the proposed scheme, the effects of old measurements disappear eventually. With a larger , such a scheme can reflect quickly the current status of the system.
We need to further consider that ongoing calls may be non-uniformly distributed among the cells so that averaging P i;DA ð jÞ among neighboring cells is necessary. The averaging is conducted by putting a larger weight on its own cell and smaller weights on the neighboring cells. The measurement-based CAC algorithm is shown in Table III , where 'average' means averaging over neighboring cells.
Proportional Degradation Model
Definitions of fairness are very diverse in literature. We argue for the case of providing fairness in terms of proportionally degrading bandwidth of adaptive multimedia calls from different service classes. In this section, we discuss the proportional degradation model and its advantages as well as disadvantages compared to other models. In the next section, we describe greedy bandwidth degradation adaptation algorithms to approximate the proportional degradation model described in this section.
It is expected that users with widely varied service expectations will use wireless/mobile networks. Some service users may like to pay a higher price for a better service and other users may prefer to pay less money for an acceptable service. This boils down to provisioning differentiated QoS assurance to users. Two types of approaches, IntServ and DiffServ, have been proposed. In the context of wireless networks, researchers [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] have looked into wireless channel bandwidth scheduling mechanisms for providing service assurance on a per-flow basis [16] [17] [18] [20] [21] or a per-class basis [19] . In general, these mechanisms try to guarantee a minimal amount of bandwidth (e.g. by approximating weighted fair queuing scheduling) for a flow or a service class. Moreover, some mechanisms [17] [18] [19] [22] [23] ] also try to compensate for wireless channel bit errors. While guaranteeing the minimal available bandwidth to a service is important, the availability of the minimum amount of bandwidth alone may not be enough or may not even be desirable for adaptive multimedia services, especially under congestion conditions in which service users have to adjust their bandwidth requirements and accept services with degraded quality. Sometimes, it is more desirable to provide such an assurance that higher classes will always receive better services relative to lower classes (i.e. providing service prioritization or differentiation), but not entirely at the cost of providing no services or useless services to lower classes. That is, it is desirable that service degradation to different classes be regulated. In particular, we argue for the case of proportionally degrading service qualities (e.g. providing proportional bandwidth degradation across service classes). In this way, service classes will be provided some sort of fairness in service degradation. Therefore, fairness and prioritization both become important issues for network operators that offer adaptive multiple classes of services. However, fairness and prioritization cannot always come hand in hand.
We believe that obsessive pursuit of either fairness or prioritization is not reasonable. To achieve prioritization or differentiation only, we can use strict prioritization approaches proposed in References [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , in which higher classes are always serviced before lower classes. The drawbacks of strict prioritization approaches are numerous. If higher classes are persistently backlogged, lower classes may have long starvation periods [37] . Moreover, strict prioritization schemes do not provide a tuning mechanism for adjusting the quality spacing among classes and the system operating point depends only on the load distribution among classes [37] . On the other hand, absolute fairness is not reasonable, nor is it desirable since some service users do expect better services by paying a higher price. Another possible approach to providing prioritization is to allocate a larger amount of bandwidth to higher classes, relative to the expected load in each class, for example approaches based on the WFQ scheduler [38] can use different weights for service differentiation. The main drawback of WFQ based approaches is that higher classes may provide worse QoS than lower cases in shorter time-scales [37] .
In order to achieve a balance between fairness and prioritization among classes, we propose the proportional degradation service model, which guarantees the ratios of service degradation among classes. In other words, service degradation incurred by classes should be proportional to their predefined ratios, and service users can select the class that best meets their quality and pricing constraints. In the next section, we will propose greedy bandwidth degradation adaptation algorithms to approximate this proportional degradation model. Our proposed approach will avoid long starvation periods for lower classes even if higher classes are persistently backlogged, and at the same time, higher classes in our proportional degradation service model consistently receive better services than lower classes do even on short time-scales. Moreover, service providers can use our approach as a 'tuning knob' to tune or adjust the quality spacing among classes.
The proportional approach can also be coupled with a pricing scheme to make higher classes more costly than lower classes and a higher class will receive a better service than a lower class. The amount of service received by a class and the resulting QoS perceived by an application depend on the current network load in each class, the CAC decisions and the resource allocation scheme. Users can either adapt their needs based on the current network performance level in their class or switch to a better class if their cost constraints allow this transition [37] .
Another point that we want to make is that a fair bandwidth allocation algorithm may not produce fair bandwidth degradation. First of all, a fair bandwidth allocation algorithm cannot fairly allocate the DR among classes. Moreover, while a good fair bandwidth allocation algorithm might improve the fairness of the DD among classes, it cannot achieve good bandwidth degradation fairness since it does not take achieving fair degradation as the major goal. Finally, a fair bandwidth allocation algorithm cannot fairly allocate the DA among classes. Therefore, a study on fair bandwidth degradation as proposed in this paper is important.
We assume that given m classes, class-i is better or at least no worse than class-(i À 1) for 1 i m in terms of the two QoS parameters. A generic description of the proportional fairness model follows. Among m classes of services, constraints of the following form should be satisfied for all pairs of classes [37, 40] :
where QoS i ðt; t þ Þ is the mean service obtained by class-i during the time period ðt; t þ Þ; Q i is the predefined service parameter of class-i, and Q 1 < Q 2 < Á Á Á < Q m are the generic quality differentiation parameters [37] . is the measurement period and can be reconfigured.
The 1st Scenario: Proportional DD and DR
A better network service is one with a lower DD value and a lower DR value. Particularly, we consider QoS parameters DR and DD to provide proportional adaptive degradation multimedia services. Let
Then, Equation (14) can be written as:
where R 1;DD > R 2;DD > Á Á Á > R m;DD , R 1;DR > R 2;DR > Á Á Á > R m;DR , and R i;DD ð1 i mÞ and R i;DR ð1 i mÞ are the ratios called the DD differentiation parameters and the DR differentiation parameters respectively. The basic idea is that, even though the actual quality level of each class will vary with the class loads, the quality degradation ratio among classes will remain fixed and controllable by the network operator, independent of the class load. It is also predictable since, if the value of is sufficiently small, higher classes are consistently better than lower classes even on short time-scales. We can produce ½ðm À 1Þm=2 predefined DD ratios as defined in Equation (15) Similarly, we can produce ½ðm À 1Þm=2 predefined DR ratios as defined in Equation (16) and shown in the upper right corner of the following table.
Note that the predefined values of R i;DD ð1 i mÞ and R i;DR ð1 i mÞ are different from the predefined values of DD i;QoS ð1 i mÞ and DR i;QoS (1 i mÞ respectively. The former ones are the values for QoS ratios and the latter ones are the QoS upper bounds used by CAC. In other words, while the measurement-based QoS parameters have upper bounds for CAC, their relative ratios should also be kept by predefined ratios for all pairs of classes.
The 2nd Scenario: Proportional DA
A better network service is one with a lower DA value. Particularly, we consider QoS parameters DA to provide proportional adaptive degradation multimedia services. Let QoS i ðt; t þ Þ ¼ 1=DA i ðt; t þ Þ. Then, Equation (14) can be written as:
where R 1;DA > R 2;DA > Á Á Á > R m;DA , and R i;DA ð1 i mÞ are the ratios called the DA differentiation parameters. We can produce ½ðm À 1Þm=2 predefined DA ratios as defined in Equation (15) and shown in the upper right corner of the following table.
Bandwidth Degradation Adaptation Algorithms
A bandwidth degradation adaptation algorithm decides how to adjust the calls' bandwidth in a cell adaptively. The algorithm is activated whenever there is a call arrival acceptance event or a call departure event. With respect to different QoS objectives, several bandwidth adaptation algorithms [1-2,9-11] have been proposed and studied. In the first scenario, our objectives are to minimize DR and DD at any time instant, to minimize DD with a higher priority than to minimize DR, to guarantee the ratios of service degradation among classes, and to efficiently utilize the system resource. The reason to place a higher priority in minimizing DD is that, from the proportional service provisioning point of view, it is more important to fairly distribute bandwidth degradation among all classes and all calls with low degradation degrees than to reduce the degradation ratio by letting a few calls having high degradation degrees. In the second scenario, our objectives are to minimize DA at any time instant, to guarantee the ratios of service degradation among classes and to efficiently utilize the system resource.
Ideally, every call in a cell should be allocated the maximum bandwidth (b i;K i ) whenever possible. However, if a cell is overloaded, some of the calls in the cell might receive a bandwidth, which is lower than b i;K i for a call in class-i. In other words, if a new call or a handoff call arrives, some of the calls already in the cell might be forced to lower their bandwidth (the minimum bandwidth is b i;1 for a call in class-i) to accommodate the newly arrived call. On the other hand, when a call completes or handoffs to other cells, some of the remaining calls in the cell might increase their bandwidths (the maximum bandwidth is b i;K i for a call in class-i). We can use a long couch with a fixed capacity in a meeting room as an analogy. We assume that this couch is the only place where people can sit. If there are more people coming to the meeting room, everyone will sit much closer together so that newcomers can be accommodated. If someone leaves, the people remaining on the couch get more space. We propose K-level proportional degradation bandwidth adaptation algorithms, which use above ideas to allocate, increase and decrease bandwidth for a call and at the same time provides proportional bandwidth degradation if necessary. If we assume a call's bandwidth in class-i is b i,j , where b i;j 2 fb i;1 ; b i;2 ; . . . ; b i; j ; . . . ; b i;K i g, we call it one level of decrement if its new bandwidth becomes b i,j-1 and we call it one level of increment if its new bandwidth becomes b i,j þ 1 . A call's bandwidth can have at most K levels of increments and decrements, where
Since the bandwidth value of each adaptive multimedia is not continuous, it is not easy to keep exact ratios. We need to approximate the proportional degradation model. Therefore, the bandwidth adaptation algorithm should adjust calls' bandwidths to approximate the ratios as much as possible.
The 1st Scenario: Bandwidth Degradation Adaptation Algorithm with DD and DR
For any two classes, define the DD difference as the absolute value of the difference between their predefined DD ratio in Equation (17) and their actual ratio, and define the DR difference as the absolute value of the difference between their predefined DR ratio in Equation (18) and their actual ratio. We call the DD difference or the DR-difference HIGH if their actual ratio is larger than their predefined ratio, otherwise we call it LOW.
The pseudo code of KL-PBA is shown in Table IV . In this algorithm, there are at most K-levels of bandwidth increment and K-levels of bandwidth decrement. We explain the method as follows. For accepted arrivals, if there is enough available bandwidth, allocate the requested bandwidth. Otherwise, some calls' bandwidth will be decreased. Upon a call departure, the amount of available bandwidth will increase and we can then increase the bandwidth of some calls in the cell. In either case, following steps take place. First find a class that is constrained by the proportional degradation Equations (15) and (16) . Then find a call in the chosen class. Finally, increase or decrease the chosen call by one level. The algorithm considers DD proportional fairness and DR proportional fairness alternatively. The design philosophy of the algorithm is to minimize DR and DD at any time, to minimize DD with a higher priority than to minimize DR, to guarantee the ratios of service degradation among classes and to efficiently utilize the system resource. Three aspects are taken in the algorithm to insure that a higher priority is put on DD. First, if a chance arises to increase bandwidth, DD is always the first to be considered (lines 14-20 in Table IV ) and if a chance arises to decrease bandwidth, DD is always the last to be considered (lines 8-13 in Table IV) . Second, there are at most K-levels of bandwidth increment and K-levels of bandwidth decrement in the algorithm, and each time only one level of decrement or one level of increment will happen. DD is directly affected by the choice of one level of increment or decrement. DR is only affected through DD. Otherwise the goal would be to remove one degraded call by increasing more levels at one time as much as possible. Finally, in the algorithm, the policy of finding the lowest/highest bandwidth in the chosen class is to favor DD instead of DR. Therefore, our implementation favors DD more than DR. In such a way, the ratios for DD are easier to keep than for DR.
A complexity analysis of the bandwidth adaptation algorithm is given as follows. In the worst case, finding the chosen class needs O(m 2 ). Finding the chosen call takes O(K), where K ¼ max (K 1 , K 2 ; . . . ; K m ), and the loop needs O(K). The overall time complexity is O(m 2 KþK 2 ).
The 2nd Scenario: Bandwidth Degradation Adaptation Algorithm with DA
For any two classes, define the DA difference as the absolute value of the difference between their predefined DA ratio in Equation (20) and their actual ratio. We call the DA difference HIGH if their actual ratio is larger than their predefined ratio; otherwise we call it LOW. The pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in Table V . In this algorithm, there are at the most K-levels of bandwidth increment and K-levels of bandwidth decrement. A complexity analysis of the bandwidth adaptation algorithm is similar to that in Section 6.1.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present simulation results demonstrating how well the proportional degradation fairness model works. The performance metrics include utilization, DR, DD, DA, (New) CBP, HDP and Number of Calls (NC) in the system. In Section 7.1, we study the 1st scenario, proportional DD and DR. In Section 7.2, we study the 2nd scenario, proportional DA. 
The 1st Scenario: Proportional Degradation with DD and DR
Simulation parameters are illustrated in Table VI . 1/h i and 1= i are the mean interarrival time for handoff calls and the mean call holding time respectively. The total number of channels is 1000; simulation time is 20 000 sec; the weight for the admission control is ¼ 0.3; and ÁT ( ¼ 5 sec.) is the measurement period. From the table, the ratio of R 1:DR : R 2:DR : R 3:DR is 60%:30%:10% ¼ 6:3:1, and the ratio of R 1:DR : R 2:DD : R 3:DD is 50%:30%:20% ¼ 5:3:2. In our simulation, we let new call arrival rates to be the same, i.e. 1 ¼ 2 ¼ 3 ¼ . Figure 3 shows utilization over simulation time with different values. As illustrated in the figure, utilization increases and becomes closer to 1 as increases. Furthermore, we observe that the variance of utilization becomes smaller as increases. The variance is caused by arrival and departure events. When a call is finished (departure), the bandwidth resource is released; the bandwidth resource can be used by the degraded calls. When a call arrives, some unused bandwidth, if available, can be allocated to the newly arrived call. Bandwidth obtained by squeezing the existing calls to accommodate the newly arrived call does not affect utilization when the call arrives, but may affect utilization a little bit when the call finishes. We also observe that there are more times when utilization is close to 1 than that far way from 1.
This indicates that the proposed scheme is very efficient in terms of utilization. Figure 4 shows average utilization over . As illustrated in the figure, utilization increases as increases. When > 0.5, utilization becomes almost constant and close to 1. Figure 3 and 4 indicate that the proposed adaptive approach efficiently utilizes the bandwidth resource. Figure 5 shows DR over simulation time with different values. Class 1 (green) is the lowest class, and class 3 (blue) is the highest class. The goal is to achieve the ratio of R 1.DR :R 2.DR :R 3.DR ¼ 6:3:1. As illustrated in the figure, for all values, class 1 has the highest DR and class 3 has the lowest DR. When is small ( ¼ 0.3), since there are still available resource, DRs are zero. As increases, the differences among classes become more and more obvious. This also indicates that proportional degradation is more useful and performs well under heavy load condition. Figure 6 shows average DR over . The goal is to achieve the ratio of R 1.DR :R 2.DR :R 3.DR ¼ 6:3:1. As illustrated in the figure, when is small ( < 0.4), the difference among classes is not obvious. As increases, the difference becomes more and more obvious. We observe that when > 0.5, the proportional ratio (6:3:1) is well achieved, especially under heavy load condition. This also indicates that proportional degradation is more useful and performs well under heavy load condition. Figure 7 shows average DD over . The goal is to achieve the ratio of R 1.DD :R 2.DD :R 3.DD ¼ 5:3:2. As illustrated in the figure, the algorithm does not achieve good proportional at all. The reason is stated as follows. DD is defined in such a way that largely depends on the 'degraded level' of discrete values. If all existing calls are degraded at one level, DD should be around 30%. There are not finer-grained increasing/decreasing DD values. Furthermore, to achieve proportional DD is difficult due to the nature of discrete values of bandwidth. On the other hand, if the continuous bandwidth is adopted, much better proportionality will be achieved. Another possible way to achieve proportionality in a discrete bandwidth model is to achieve proportional degraded levels among classes instead of proportional DD. In the 2nd scenario, we show that proportional DA is a much better choice. Figure 8 shows average HDP over . As illustrated in the figure, HDPs for all the classes are zeros. This contributes the admission control algorithm and the degradation adaptation algorithm. As we claimed in previous sections, HDP can be very small or equal to zero in this adaptive scheme. Therefore, for adaptive multimedia services, the problems of handoff dropping and forced termination in traditional wireless networks are converted to the problem of bandwidth degradation caused by the adaptation. In the CAC scheme, handoff calls will be accepted all the time. A handoff call can be dropped only when there is not enough available bandwidth (<b i;1 ) and all existing calls cannot be degraded. Figure 9 shows the CBP over . Although our proportional model does not aim at CBP, some difference among CBPs in different classes exists. Figure 10 shows the NC in the system over . As illustrated in the figure, NC increases as increases when < 0.5. As increases and > 0.5, NC in class 3 continuously increases whereas NC in class 1 and NC in class 2 either remain same or decrease. This may be the side effect of the goal of proportional DR and DD.
The 2nd Scenario: Proportional Degradation with DA
In this subsection, we study the performance of proportional degradation with DA. Simulation parameters are illustrated in Table VII . 1/h i and 1/ i are the mean interarrival time for handoff calls and the mean call holding time respectively. The total number of channels is 1000; simulation time is 20 000 sec; the weight for the admission control is ¼ 0.3; and ÁT ( ¼ 5 sec.) is the measurement period. From the table, the ratio of R 1.DA :R 2.DA :R 3.DA is 60%:30%:10% ¼ 6:3:1. In our simulation, we let new call arrival rates to be the same, i.e. 1 ¼ 2 ¼ 3 ¼ . Figure 11 shows utilization over simulation time with different values. As illustrated in the figure, utilization increases and becomes closer to 1 as increases. Furthermore, we observe that the variance of utilization becomes smaller as increases. The variance is caused by arrival and departure events. When a call is finished (departure), the bandwidth resource is released; the bandwidth resource can be used by the degraded calls. When a call arrives, some unused bandwidth, if available, can be allocated to the newly arrived call. Bandwidth obtained by squeezing the existing calls to accommodate the newly arrived call does not affect utilization when the call arrives, but may affect utilization a little bit when the call finishes. We also observe that there are more times when utilization is closer to 1 than that far way from 1. This indicates that the proposed scheme is very efficient in terms of utilization. Comparing this figure with Figure 3 , we observe that utilization goes close to 1 much quickly. In other words, utilization of proportional DA is a little better than that of proportional DD and DR. Figure 12 shows average utilization over . As illustrated in the figure, utilization increases as increases. When > 0.5, utilization becomes almost constant and close to 1. Figures 11-12 indicate that the proposed adaptive approach efficiently utilizes the bandwidth resource. Figure 13 shows DA over simulation time with different values. Class 1 (green) is the lowest class, and class 3 (blue) is the highest class. The goal is to achieve the ratio of R 1.DA :R 2.DA :R 3.DA ¼ 5:3:2. As illustrated in the figure, for all values, class 1 has the highest DA, and class 3 has the lowest DA. When is small ( ¼ 0.3), since there are still available resource, DAs are zero. As increases, the differences among classes become more and more obvious. This also indicates that proportional degradation is more useful and performs well under heavy load conditions. It is shown that the proportional ratios are approximated very well using our algorithm. This indicates that the proposed algorithm is very effective. Figure 13 also shows that the QoS requirements (DA i DA i,qos ) are basically satisfied. Figure 14 shows average DA over . The goal is to achieve the ratio of R 1.DA :R 2.DA :R 3.DA ¼ 5:3:2. As illustrated in the figure, when is small ( < 0.5), the difference among classes is not obvious. As increases, the difference becomes more and more obvious. We observe that when > 0.5, the proportional ratio (5:3:2) is well achieved, especially under heavy load conditions. This also indicates that proportional degradation is more useful and performs well under heavy load conditions. Comparing proportional DA (the 2nd scenario) with proportional DD and DR (the 1st scenario), much better proportional DA is achieved. In other words, DA outperforms DD and DR in terms of proportional degradation. Figure 15 shows average HDP over . As illustrated in the figure, HDPs for all the classes are zeros. This is due to the admission control algorithm and the degradation adaptation algorithm. As we claimed in previous sections, HDP can be very small or equal to zero in this adaptive scheme. Therefore, for adaptive multimedia services, the problems of handoff dropping and forced termination in traditional wireless networks are converted to the problem of bandwidth degradation caused by the adaptation. In the CAC scheme, handoff calls will be accepted all the time. A handoff call can be dropped only when there is not enough available bandwidth (< b i;1 ) and all existing calls cannot be degraded. PROPORTIONAL DEGRADATION SERVICES 237 Figure 16 shows the CBP over . The differences among classes are minor. The figure shows that CBP is smaller than 0.35. Compared with Figure 9 , the 2nd scenario has a smaller CBP. Figure 17 shows the NC in the system over . As illustrated in the figure, NC increases as increases when < 0.5. As increases and > 0.5, NC in class 3 and NC in class 2 continuously increase whereas NC in class 1 decreases a little. This may be the side effect of the goal of proportional DA. Compared with Figure 10 , NC is a little better in this scenario. We also carried out many experiments on variants of our degradation adaptation algorithms. The idea is to let the algorithms become less greedy. One approach is that when the traffic is heavy (but there is still available bandwidth) and a call arrives, if the call is accepted, we do not assign the call with the maximum bandwidth, but a little smaller bandwidth-to be conservative. The second approach is that when the traffic is heavy and a call is finished, the available bandwidth is not immediately assigned to degraded calls. The purpose PROPORTIONAL DEGRADATION SERVICES 239 of these approaches is to decrease frequent small changes. Our experiments indicate that DR can be improved a little whereas other parameters such as utilization and NC become worse. Figure 18 shows effects of on DA. equals 0 in the left two sub-figures, and equals 0.9 in the right two sub-figures. Lower sub-figures are for average values, and higher sub-figures are for instant values for a fixed . From the sub-figures, we observe that has no effects average values, but it does have effects on instant values. We observe that a larger causes smaller variances of DA. Please note that such observations are based on our simulation traffic model, which is quite 'regular'. If the simulation traffic model becomes much more 'irregular', we expect that has more effects on . Similar studies about effects of ÁT can also be studied. We omit these due to limited space.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed and studied proportional degradation services for multiple classes of adaptive multimedia services. The proposed proportional degradation fairness model guarantees the proportional bandwidth degradation among different classes of services. Two proportional degradation scenarios are studied in this paper. In the first scenario, we study the proportional degradation provisioning with two QoS parameters for adaptive multimedia: the DR and the DD. In the second scenario, we study the proportional degradation provisioning with a new QoS parameter for adaptive multimedia: the DA. For each scenario, based on the QoS parameters, proportional degradation adaptation algorithms are proposed to approximate the proportional degradation model, to fairly adapt calls' degradations, to utilize the system resource efficiently, as well as to optimize QoS parameters. Simulation results show the following observations. Proportional DA has been well achieved. Proportional DR has been well achieved, whereas proportional DD has not been well achieved. The reason that proportional DD has not been well achieved is due to the nature of discrete values of bandwidth. If continuous values of bandwidth are adopted, proportionality will be achieved much better. Another possible way to achieve proportionality in a discrete bandwidth model is to achieve proportional degraded levels among classes instead of proportional DD. However, we believe that proportional DA is a better choice. DA outperforms DD and DR in terms of achieving proportional degradation. The proportional DA scheme is better than the proportional DD and DR scheme in terms utilization, call blocking probability, numbers of calls in the system, achieved proportions on QoS parameters (DA or DD and DR) and QoS bounds on them (DA or DD and DR). The proposed degradation adaptation algorithms fairly adapt calls' degradations, to utilize the system resource efficiently, as well as to optimize QoS parameters. HDPs are almost zero. Therefore, for adaptive multimedia services, the problems of handoff dropping and forced termination in traditional wireless networks are converted to the problem of bandwidth degradation caused by the adaptation Proportional degradation is more useful and performs well under heavy load conditions. We observe that a larger causes smaller variances of DA.
